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Automation? We make the case for it!

Large, medium and even small companies are asking themselves if automation is right 
for them. Here are some reasons why all companies should consider a reasonable level 
of automation.

Automation increases machine running time
With automation, unproductive times such as breaks, other tasks and mainly 
the evening and night hours can be reduced. Most times, tasks and 
responsibilities can be restructured or even extended (e.g. immediate 
quality control of manufactured parts).

Automation raises production efficiency
By increasing machining hours, production efficiency is raised. Nothing is 
as costly as an expensive machining center that does not run. The goal 
of every business should be to utilize the maximum capacity of their 
machining centers.

Automation reduces costs
With automation, machines can run during the night and can utilize less 
expensive night electricity (where applicable). In addition, the company can 
save or reduce unproductive times, late or night shift but keep manufacturing 
without the presence of a machine operator.

Automation reduces costs per piece
Thanks to the savings achieved through automated manufacturing and 
optimized productivity, the reduced costs per piece can result in more 
competitive pricing without sacrificing quality.

Automation increases your competitiveness
Reduced pricing while maintaining high quality and consistency allows you 
to remain competitive, even in the hard-fought international markets.

In closing, automated manufacturing is almost a must have for all machining companies 
today and in near future. The level and scope of the automation goal has to fit the 
company structure. Keeping this in mind, we have developed a machine tool automation 
system to satisfy the different requirements and needs of all of our customers. The 
Eco•Compact offers an uncomplicated and economically priced introduction to the world 
of machine tool automation!
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Abstract

Quantity
of pallets: 20

Max. handling 
weight: 40 kg

Max. size
of workpieces:

200 x 200 x 200 mm 
(fully loaded)

400 x 200 x 200 mm
(every other pallet loaded)

Footprint: 2.00 x 2.00 m

Height: 2.00 m

Overall
weight: 1,400 kg

Max. travel
of y-axis: 1,200 mm

Linear guides 
applicable: yes

Recommended 
for:

especially for small to medium 
lot sizes and also workpieces 
with excess width and higher 
weight

"All from one hand"

LANG Technik is one of only a few manufacturers worldwide 
able to use the phrase, „all from one hand“ due to a self-
contained, perfectly complemented machining package.

 Machine tool automation
 Workholding
 Zero-point clamping system

We manufacture with our own systems in all of our 
facilities!

The knowledge we receive from this helps us with new 
developments and thoroughly tested improvements of our 
systems. The experience in the manufacturing and handling 
of each of the components mirrors itself in the high process 
stability and efficiency.

The flexible space saving miracle!

Compactness and storage capacity don‘t have to contra-
dict each other. Our new automation system proves this. 
The Eco•Compact 20 utilizes 20 pallets in a remarkably 
small footprint.  This offers enough capacity to manufacture 
through the night, continuously loading the machining center 
through the machine tool door or loading through an 
installed side window. There are numerous possibilities 
for the installation of the space saving design of the LANG 
automation.

We are positive that your machine tool will look great 
with a LANG automation!

As with the original automation systems of LANG Technik, 
the Eco•Compact 20 can be retrofitted to almost all machine 
tools. For the communication between the automation system 
and the machine tool max. two M-codes are needed. 
Easy handling options, high reliability and economical 
purchase price round out this attractive automation package! 
The following is a listing of machine tool manufacturers 
whose machines were automated by LANG:

Alzmetall, Bridgeport, Brother, Chiron, DMG, Doosan, 
Fanuc, Fehlmann, Grob, Hedelius, Hermle, Hitachi 
Seiki, Hurco, Matec, Matsuura, Mazak, Mikron, OKK, 
Okuma, Quaser, Spinner, Stama, etc.

Eco•Compact 20 New!
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New!
Loading weight for y-axis: 40 kg.
Travel up to 1,200 mm.

Large loading door, great acessibility, 
also suitable for crane loading.

Customized position of loading 
door according to requirements.

User-friendly and efficient
operation panel.

Remarkably small footprint:
Only 2.00 x 2.00 m

Transportation by forklift possible.

Optionally available with linear 
guides to ensure accessibility 
when loading through machine 
door.

Storage table with 20 pallets.

Type / Description Max. quantity
of pallets Weight in kg Order No.

Eco•Compact 20 Workpiece 
storage and handling system 20 1,400 68820

Choose the color of the operation panel frame, window frame and corner cladding! Adapt the color of your
Eco•Compact 20 to the design of your machine tool! No additional charges!

Further color combinations upon request!

Eco•Compact 20 automation system – The powerful space saving miracle!

  www.langautomations.com
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18° 0°

Eco•Compact 20

 Minimal space requirements (only 2.00 x 2.00 m), albeit storage capacity of 20 pallets

 Max. handling weight 40 kg

 Long travel of handling system (up to 1,200 mm) allows for loading of big machine tools

 Convenient loading of storage table by hand or crane

 Fast and uncomplicated installation as the system is supplied as a complete and pre-adjusted unit

 Simple communication with machine tool – max. 2 M-codes needed

Features

Eco•Compact 20 – Attached and color-
coordinated to a DMG DMU 50 ecoline.

According to requirements loading window can be positioned on the opposite side.

Great accessibility, ergonomic
loading and operation of automation 
system.

Makro•Grip® automation vises 77
stored in an Eco•Compact 20
automation system. Utilize the
night hours for an efficient
automated production!

Eco•Compact 20 automation system – The powerful space saving miracle!

Handling system (standard
position: 0°) can be shifted and fixed 
in an angle of 9° or 18° in order to 
load machine tables that are hard to 
reach.
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The Makro•Grip® automation vises are the ideal vises for 
your LANG automation system. The vises are best charac-
terized with their excellent accessibility for 5-face machining. 
The Makro•Grip® centering vise can achieve the highest 
holding power due to the patented form-closure technology. 
This allows the workpiece to be clamped securely on just 
3 mm material. The robust but light-weight steel base offers 
good handling possibilites and has an integrated zero-point 
adaptation on the under side.

Makro•Grip® Automation Vise 77          Order No. 46160
Makro•Grip® Automation Vise 125          Order No. 46205

Order No. 61060

The mobile storage unit can be equipped with LANG vises not 
in use. It provides a space-saving, flexible and handy storage 
of your devices whenever and wherever you need them.

Makro•Grip® Automation Vise

Order No. 46080

The right zero-point clamping system for your LANG auto-
mation is the Quick•Point® automation base tower. The base 
tower combines the established Quick•Point® zero-point 
clamping system with a pneumatic clamping system, making 
it even more secure through its fail-safe operation. The base 
tower can be attached either to the machine tool with our 
Quick•Point® plates or directly to the machine table.

Quick•Point® Automation Base Tower

Makro•Grip® Mobile Storage Unit

You can find detailed 
information for each of 
the workholding fixtures in 
our main catalog! Contact 
us today for your free 
catalog!

Automation Workholding – The best automation system is worthless without the best workholding equipment!

  www.langautomations.com
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Automation Workholding

Order No. 45352

The Tri-Top 3-face tombstone can optimize the running 
times of your 4- or 5-axis machining centers. Makro•Grip® 46 
and 77 up to a base length of 130 mm can be clamped in the 
Tri-Top mechanically. The storage capacity of your LANG 
automation system can be increased by 3.

The automation steel support pallet is the ideal solution to 
attach your own fixtures, clamping devices and workpieces 
directly to our system.

Order No. 67090

Increase the storage capacity of your LANG automation 
system by 4! With a clamping range of 4x 90 mm the middle 
jaws can be used as a fixed stop. By removing the middle 
jaws the 4-fold vise can be transformed into a dual clamping 
vise with a clamping range of 2x 200 mm.

Makro•Grip® 4-Fold Clamping ViseQuick•Point® Tri-Top 3-Face Tombstone

Quick•Point® Automation Support Pallet

Order No. 51160

The automatable 3-jaw chuck is best suited for milling 
round workpieces. Hard gripping jaws (as seen in this 
picture) and soft add-on jaws give the chuck enough 
flexibility to clamp a variety of workpieces. The wear-resistant 
aluminum base makes comfortable and ergonomic handling 
possible.

Ino•Grip Compact Chuck

Order No. 65192

Automation Workholding – The best automation system is worthless without the best workholding equipment!



You can find detailed 
information for each of 
the workholding fixtures 
in our main catalog! 
Contact us today for your 
free catalog!
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